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This book is an important monograph for those working on the related structural chemistry of the

weak hydrogen bond. It has about 1000 citations. A large number of stick and ball structures are given

in the book, depicting the hydrogen bonds and their environments in crystals.

Other books, particularly several recently published ones on the hydrogen bond are recommended

on page 4. Chapter 1 gives a brief and very nice introduction to the historical background and

definition of the hydrogen bond in general and the weak hydrogen bond in particular. Personally I am

fascinated by the hydrogen bond topic because of my great interest in entropy concepts. Pauling's

paper on residual entropy of ice [1] is famous as it used the name hydrogen bond for its first time, as

also pointed out in this book. In this paper [1] Pauling elegantly applied his resonance concept to the

structure of ice.

In German speaking countries, chemists normally use "H-Brücke" (H bridge) instead of hydrogen

bond. The authors commented that "the use of the word bridge is hardly objectionable."

Normally weak hydrogen bonds are of -C-H⋅⋅⋅X type, where the H donor is from a CH of -C-H,

while the normal, typical hydrogen bond has -O-H and -N-H, etc., as H donors. If the acceptor is a

structural moiety with several centers, the hydrogen bond is called non-conventional. In some cases,
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the hydrogen bond is classified as weak because the H acceptor is very weak, even though the H donor

is normal. Chapters 2 and 3 categorises different weak hydrogen bonds.

Chapter 4 is entitled "The weak hydrogen bond in supramolecular chemistry". Many crystal

structures are used to illustrate the importance of the weak hydrogen bond.

The final chapter (Ch. 5) gives an account of the special significance of the weak hydrogen bond in

biological molecular structures. Section 5.1.1 has a very interesting discussion regarding the dynamics

in the static structure of biological structures. The spontaneous self-organization of biomolecules may

be divided into two general weak effects. One is due to the interaction of atoms or moieties of the

same or very similar properties (e.g., hydrophobic interaction and π-stacking). The other is the so-

called complementarity where the interacting partners are of different properties (e.g., one is H donor,

the other is H acceptor) [2]. The experimental facts presented in this monograph are very helpful in

understanding these two kinds of effects [2], particularly the complementarity, i.e., whether they are

weak or not.
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